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I was in France last December to spend Christmas with friends and
I took the opportunity to start off with this assignment. I had yet to
get the DVD containing our lessons, so to get me started I just read
The ultimate beginner’s guide to digital photography, a magazine I
bought and brought with me for this trip. I also visited a number of
websites that feature photography tutorials for beginners like me.

REQUIREMENTS

Armed with a five-year-old Canon IXUS 860, I went on snapping
these architectural wonders that show vertical lines.

• portrait that uses side lighting
• still life showing
complementary colors
• freeze action that captures
the subject in motion
• waterscape that emphasizes
horizontal lines
• landscape that emphasizes
and brings out texture
• architecture that shows the
vertical lines
• people making use of some
principles of giving depth
• nature that shows rhythm
• reportage that tells a story
with a single photograph

Featured structures are: Musée du Louvre, La Basilique du Sacré Coeur de
Montmartre, Hôtel National des Invalides, Le Théâtre du Palais des

• photo essay that tells a story

Glaces, Arc de Triomphe, Pantheon Université Paris, and Château de

in three photographs

Versaille.

This set of photographs is for the theme still life with complementary colors. These pictures were also
taken in Paris: the first three, at the Carrousel du Louvre Shopping Center; and the last one, at a chicken
fastfood.

This is my attempt at telling a story through pictures …
A visit to Paris would definitely not be complete without the Eiffel Tower in one’s itinerary. On our first
day in the city, my friends and I went there for yet another photo shoot. It was early evening and the
place was teeming with tourists taking pictures. Having the camera frame all for ourselves proved to be
quite difficult, as passersby kept on appearing in our photos.
On our way back to the hotel, we saw this side street that still gives a nice view of the well-lit tower. We
took out my friend’s SLR camera and tripod once again, waited until no more vehicles were passing, and
hurriedly took the photos below. Working title: Finding the perfect shot.

Back to Amsterdam … It was New Year’s eve and the sky was unusually clear, so I thought of going out to
take more pictures. Where to go to was a no-brainer, for a public park is just a stone’s throw away from
my apartment here in Amsterdam. The challenge was how to capture nature showing rythm when
everything seems to be in a torpid state this time of year.
Fortunately, seeing the first tree on my way to the park gave me an inkling of what to focus on for this
photo shoot: trees going full monty as their way of syncing with the changing season. I did just that and
was pleasantly surprised with these results.

Amsterdam is known for its beautiful canals and I’m capturing them in this set of waterscapes that
emphasize horizontal lines.

For a reportage using a single photo, I chose to take a snap of an annual event here in Amsterdam, where
tulip growers give away flowers for free as a way of promoting their products. (Because I had got to enjoy
doing this assignment, take note that I started using my newly-acquired Sony Nex-F3 camera.)

Translation: Pluck them yourself!

And with the free tulips I myself harvested, I started snapping portraits of my sister using side lighting.
This was also my first try with black and white photography.

And it’s my sister again who’s modelling anew in the following photographs of freeze action showing her
in motion:

It’s been snowing again these past few days and this gave me an opportunity to come up with this
landscape that brings out texture and pattern:

Finally, this set of photos are my attempt at showing depth of field.

These photographs (and a lot more) are also posted on my
blog devc207.wordpress.com and on my Google+ account.

